
3.2 Key questions for the ethical assessment of security-relevant 
research

are designed to help researchers and committees responsible for the ethics of security- relevant 
research (KEFs) decide in which instances a further ethical assessment of  security-relevant 
 research projects and risk reduction measures is called for. This applies  particularly to  so-called 

 knowledge, products or technologies that could be misused directly by third parties to cause 
-
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in  academic research. In practice, the work of the KEFs in advising security-relevant projects 
 generally concerns the compatibility of the research with constitutional principles or the  basic 
rules of the respective research institution and the DFG “Guidelines for Safeguarding Good 
 Research Practice”.72

control). The KEFs also assess the security-relevant risks connected to research funding from 
sponsors with military associations or with military non-disclosure, and security-relevant risks 
which could arise from cooperation with researchers with military associations or from authori-
tarian regimes.

checklists and guidelines.73

on a case-by-case basis, under consideration of individual framework conditions for  research 

generally valid ethical criteria or “red lines” but primarily aims to sustainably strengthen the 
 independent handling of security-relevant research risks in science.

72  
 

73

 

Relevant Research.

Key questions



1.    Key questions for researchers indicating that they need to consult a KEF

risks in the above-mentioned meaning? 
74 and thus need to be referred to compliance 

this research project? 

2.4  Are the security-relevant outcomes and resulting risks of the research project new or could they also 
arise from previously published work?

 direct75

be the scale of the potential damage and are any suitable countermeasures76 available?
77 of not carrying out the research project?

-

3.2  Should the project be reassessed by the KEF at a more advanced stage when the security-relevant 
risks can be judged more easily?

3.3  Is the research project and its objectives and purposes compatible with the constitutional principles 
and the basic code or guidelines of the research institution?

(e.g. usage agreement or alternative research strategy) or by adapting the publication?
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rights, humanitarian international law, rules of war, prohibition of torture and violence, Biodiversity Convention.

76  E.g. measures of recovery and traceability and damage limitation.

77
in the course of climate change, in naturally emerging waves of infection?

Key questions


